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Chapter 4051 

The world is never fair, even in the face of death. 

 

The poor living in the poorest regions of Asia, Africa, and Latin America. 

 

Where a glass of unclean water can trigger a fatal disease and thus take the life of a young adult. 

 

But a working-class person in an ordinary country, even if diagnosed with cancer, 

 

Thanks to a good social security system, can have a survival cycle ranging from years to decades. 

 

And in the best oncology hospitals in this world, someone can even survive five years or more, 

 

Then the average person in a hard case of mid to late-stage cancer. 

 

And in this auction, those who are lucky enough to get the Rejuvenation Pill. 

 

Even in the middle to late stage of cancer, or even in the end stage, will be able to completely heal and 

extend their life span. 

 

This could be from a few months, to a few years, or even more. 

 

And Marven used this special auction, with special rules and forms. 

 

Not only let them see what they have never seen in this world, the magical elixir Rejuvenation Pill, 

 

But also the Rejuvenation Pill to each person’s attraction, layer by layer, amplified to the extreme. 

 

Therefore, even if this cloister is crueler, this group of people is not willing to miss the opportunity to 

survive. 

 

They are not afraid of cutting off too much meat from themselves. 

 

They are only afraid that they do not have enough meat on their own body that they want to cut to avail 

themselves of this chance! 

 

And at this moment, the two terminally ill patients who are competing for the last copy of the pill have 

decided to fight until the last bullet. 

 



At this moment, both of them were extremely regretful deep inside. 

 

Regretting that they did not recognize the situation at the beginning. 

 

They should have known long ago that they were not capable of competing for just one last pill. 

 

And should have taken one at the very beginning regardless of everything. 

 

It’s a pity that a mistake in the decision has forced both of them into a desperate situation. 

 

The other people in the venue, in their hearts, could not help but be envious, 

 

And jealous of the first black tycoon who had won the Rejuvenation Elixir for $2 billion. 

 

In addition, they also summed up their own experience. 

 

If they still have the opportunity to participate in the auction of the rejuvenating elixir next year. 

 

They will come to whatever they want, and first, get the elixir at the very beginning. 

 

Just at this time, the price had already been pushed to the height of thirty-five billion dollars by the 

Korean tycoon surnamed Lee. 

 

The British tycoon was on the verge of collapse, because this price, was already approaching his carrying 

capacity. 

 

However, to give up the competition was to accept death, and if no miracle happened, 

 

In three months he would be put into a beautiful coffin and buried in the yellow earth in the presence of 

his friends, family, and priests. 

 

So, he could only grit his teeth and added another 100 million to this offer, and the offer came to 35.1 

billion. 

 

The Korean tycoon had already collapsed a bit, and while wiping the sweat from his forehead, 

 

He gritted his teeth and quoted another price: “Thirty-five billion two hundred million!” 

 

The two sides are like two gladiators who have been fighting for a long time, 

 

Each knowing that the other has only one last breath left, so they are cautious at this time, 

 



Making their moves little by little, waiting for the other to fall to the ground with a bang. 

 

However, even so, the two still continue to call back and forth for several rounds of bidding. 

 

Now the price has risen to thirty-eight billion dollars. 

 

The British tycoon finally called out a mouthful of thirty-eighty-one billion dollars. 

 

At this time, he was completely powerless to raise the price again. 

 

Chapter 4052 

The Korean tycoon, on the other hand, continued to raise the price and called out a figure of thirty-

eighty-two billion. 

 

The British tycoon sat in place with a pale face, and at this moment, he already knew that he had lost. 

 

Thirty-eight hundred point one billion dollars is his offer. 

 

However, this money, surprisingly, did not have the opportunity to spend it. 

 

This means that one keeps this huge fortune, but one’s life is about to come to an end in the following 

three to six months. 

 

When the Korean saw that the other party no longer raised the price. 

 

His body was already unconsciously excited to the point of trembling. 

 

Warnia was also blinded. 

 

A quarter of the rejuvenation pills could be auctioned for 38.2 billion dollars. 

 

And it exceeded all of the Song family’s assets, which simply overturned all of her perceptions …… 

 

However, she still began to ask very professionally, “38.2 billion dollars once, is there a higher price than 

this?” 

 

The whole room was dead silent. 

 

More than being shocked, these people were more desperate. 

 

They had finally found the miracle of life. 

 



But none of them had expected that the miracle of life would be this da*n expensive. 

 

Afterward, Warnia asked twice in a row and finally dropped the hammer: 

 

“Congratulations to bidder No. 009, who has won the last copy of the Miracle of Life tonight at a price of 

$38.2 billion!” 

 

The rich Korean was already in tears by now. 

 

The staff came to him, handed him the cell phone, and spoke, “No. 009, you have half an hour to 

complete the payment,” 

 

“If the payment fails, the opportunity will be reserved for No. 029 who just bid thirty-eighty-one billion 

dollars.” 

 

The previously unsuccessful No. 029, the British tycoon, now had hope resurfacing on his desperate to 

the core expression! 

 

He said in his heart: “God bless me, Jesus bless me, the Virgin Mary bless me,” 

 

“Please make sure that the Korean’s payment process has problems,” 

 

“Whether I can survive or not, only this last chance is left!” 

 

The Korean, at the moment, reached for the phone, in addition to the excitement in his expression, 

there is an unprecedented heartache and tension. 

 

The reason for the heartache is because of this money to the total assets of more than two hundred 

billion U.S. dollars of the family. 

 

Although able to take out, but maybe all the cash flow will be drained. 

 

So much so that if he wants to continue to maintain the operation of the various industries of the Lee 

family, 

 

He must immediately sell part of the assets to return blood, otherwise, the entire family may fall into 

the capital chain break trap. 

 

In this way, the Lee family will not only lose thirty-two billion dollars, 

 

Its fixed assets will also definitely hit a considerable discount, 

 



Maybe two hundred billion dollars of total assets, after this incident, can only be left less than one 

hundred and fifty billion, or even less. 

 

It is definitely a major injury to vitality. 

 

As for why he was nervous, it was because he knew very well in his heart that if he paid the thirty-eight 

billion dollars, 

 

Those children and grandchildren who have always treated him with immense respect and loyalty would 

definitely hate him to the bone. 

 

The reason is that this will not only shrink their future inheritance but will also greatly lengthen the cycle 

of their inheritance. 

 

Originally, they could have inherited two hundred billion dollars of assets in a few months. 

 

And after he paid the thirty-eight billion dollars, their inheritable assets would shrink by at least fifty 

billion, 

 

And they would have to wait at least a few years or even a dozen years before they could inherit. 

 

However, there was nothing he could do about it. 

 

So, in his heart, he firmly roared to himself, “It’s me! I created the whole Lee dynasty with my own 

hands,” 

 

“I did! With one hand, I created everything that the Lee family has today!” 

 

“This sense of accomplishment has long surpassed everything, even beyond the children and 

grandchildren!” 

 

“I am too eager to continue living, too eager to continue being the master of this dynasty! I can’t let go 

of this!” 

 

“For this ultimate goal, even if my children and grandchildren turn against me, so what?” 

 

“I have already given them a privileged life and an easy and comfortable life,” 

 

“And now I cannot sacrifice myself just so they can have the best of it!” 

 

“After today, even if I can only die alone for the rest of my life, I will not hesitate to do so!” 

 



Chapter 4053 

When the Korean tycoon, had successfully paid the 38.2 billion dollars, he walked up to the stage with a 

hobbling step. 

 

The weakness of near-death made him hobble, and the pain from terminal cancer caused him extreme 

pain. 

 

Originally, he had gotten to the point where he had to have pain injections multiple times a day. 

 

And just before leaving the room and coming down to the auction, he had his attendant give him an 

injection. 

 

However, the effect of the drug has apparently diminished quite a bit by now, and every step he takes 

brings him excruciating pain. 

 

But the good thing is that this rich man’s endurance is by no means comparable to that of ordinary 

people. 

 

He was a soldier who experienced the battle between North and South Korea. 

 

And it was the baptism of fire that forged his extraordinary perseverance. 

 

He endured the pain and came to the front of the stage step by step. 

 

Although his body was in severe pain, his heart was already enlightened. 

 

He knew that this was the last step of the phoenix nirvana. 

 

The pain all over his body was like a blazing fire. 

 

It would not destroy him, but only allow him to be reborn. 

 

Therefore, instead of fearing the pain, he enjoyed it that could make him incomparably awake. 

 

Many people on the stage soon recognized his identity and knew that he was the head of the Lee family, 

one of the top plutocrats from that country. 

 

Many years ago, the media had reported this legendary Korean tycoon’s journey against cancer. 

 

And some time ago, there were also many media reports about his deteriorating condition. 

 



Now, seeing him here, many people could not understand why he was willing to take out 38.2 billion to 

bid for the last quarter of the rejuvenation pill. 

 

Because, many people felt that with his strength, he should be able to compete for the last whole 

rejuvenation pill. 

 

But the tycoon himself understands very well that the Lee family itself operates heavy asset projects. 

 

Whether it is digital, semiconductors, or chips, shipping, all of which require huge R&D and production 

costs without exception. 

 

The Lee family’s current cash reserves of only 40 billion. 

 

The rest of the assets, all kinds of fixed assets, debt assets, and intangible assets, 

 

A short period of time simply can not be liquidated. 

 

Therefore, he simply did not dare to bet all his chances on that last rejuvenation pill. 

 

On the spot, the staff put the rejuvenation pill into the mouth of this tycoon. 

 

And in that instant, all the pain in his body quickly dissipated. 

 

The rejuvenating elixir was like a great wind that dispersed all the gloom that had been hanging in the 

sky. 

 

In this instant, he was so excited that tears flowed down his face. 

 

This spring-like feeling reminded him of the early morning when the armistice came into effect more 

than half a century ago. 

 

When he crawled out from the pit where he had been cowering for days and saw the starry sky on a 

summer night. 

 

The feeling of survival was almost the same as now. 

 

He did not shout with excitement or cheer with great joy; 

 

There was only a sense of awe that the survivors felt for the others who had died. 

 

From the moment he was pushed into battle by the torrent of history. 

 



He witnessed the death of too many people around him, and in the decades that followed. 

 

He witnessed the continuous departure of many old friends. 

 

Today, all his friends have faded away, and only he is still holding on alone. 

 

And now, he has won another great victory in his life. 

 

Although the cost was heavy, it was finally a victory. 

 

Only, standing alone in front of this stage, the feeling of loneliness unconsciously arose. 

 

And then, he thought of his children and thought that after today, his children would probably have a 

hard time with him. 

 

The first time they see him, they may even turn against him, and then he will even be more lonely, so he 

felt more emotion in his heart. 

 

Gently wiped away the tears, his gaze gradually became firm. 

 

Chapter 4054 

It was at this moment that this tycoon’s perception of money gained a new layer of comprehension. 

 

He suddenly understood an old poem: “I was born to be useful, a thousand gold scattered to come back. 

 

So what if he spent more than 30 billion dollars in an instant? The highest mission of wealth is to serve 

life. 

 

People on the stage, watching with their own eyes this old man, who was as thin as wood and waxy. 

 

He quickly regained his blood color, and his whole essence, too, had greatly improved. 

 

And their hearts were naturally envious to the extreme. 

 

This also made many people inwardly painful, because tonight’s the four portions of rejuvenation pills, 

up to now, have all been taken. 

 

What was left was the whole rejuvenation Pill. 

 

Many people also could not help but guess, a quarter of the pills have such an effect, so what kind of 

effect would a whole one have? 

 



At this time, the Korean tycoon stepped off the stage and silently returned to his seat. 

 

Warnia at this time came to the microphone, said solemnly: 

 

“As we all know, this auction is organized by Song Group from Aurous Hill, with the Ye Group from 

Orgeyon,” 

 

“And the owner of the rejuvenation Pill before the auction also specially instructed me,” 

 

“Asked me to express my gratitude to these two enterprises here on his behalf,” 

 

“And he specifically explained, especially to thank the chairman of the Ye Group, Mr. Zhongquan Ye,” 

 

“Not only he gave the auction great support, but also came from Orgeyon from thousands of miles to 

personally attend this auction as a VIP,” 

 

“So that this auction is full of glory ……” 

 

In the first row when Elder Ye heard this, his heart was already excited to the extreme. 

 

Ever since Marven told him before the auction that, 

 

He would give him half a rejuvenation Pill at the auction, he had been looking forward to this moment. 

 

It was just that he was not sure exactly what kind of arrangement Marven had made. 

 

And he did not know exactly what time frame he intended to give this half rejuvenation Pill to himself. 

 

Moreover, ever since he witnessed the escalating price of this quarter rejuvenation Pill. 

 

He became even more worried in his heart that Marven would temporarily renege. 

 

After all, this quarter of the rejuvenation Pill could fetch a terrifying price of $38.2 billion. 

 

So if that half of the rejuvenation Pill was put up for auction, it would be more than $50 billion. 

 

Therefore, he was afraid that if Marven suddenly changed his mind after seeing this situation. 

 

Then he would really be left with a basket full of water. 

 

However, when he heard Warnia’s words, his hanging heart finally fell. 

 



At this time, Warnia deliberately raised her volume a few points and said aloud, 

 

“Next, I would like to make a grand announcement on behalf of the owner of the rejuvenation Pill!” 

 

“Half of the rejuvenation Pills will be given to Mr. Zhongquan on the spot!” 

 

When these words came out, the whole audience was in an uproar! 

 

The crowd could not wait to know who the owner of the rejuvenation Pill was? 

 

And whether they could buy the Pill directly through him, bypassing the auction process. 

 

However, who would have thought that this mysterious person, who did not reveal any information, 

 

Would give Zhongquan Ye half a rejuvenation Pill on the spot! 

 

This is half a pill! 

 

Whether it’s sold separately or together, it can’t be less than fifty billion dollars! 

 

However, the mysterious person just gave Zhongquan something that is worth for sure more than 50 

billion dollars? 

 

How could this old man have such a big face? 

 

Many people are also talking to each other below, and some people said: 

 

“After the Ye family was messed up by the Cataclysmic Front’s Joseph Wan, didn’t they fail?” 

 

“How come in the blink of an eye, Zhongquan Ye has become so bullying?” 

 

Chapter 4055 

Many whispering around him, Elder Ye all heard clearly. 

 

At this moment, his heart has been excited beyond bounds. 

 

He was excited not only because of the half Rejuvenation Pill. 

 

But also because of the feeling of being in the limelight at this moment. 

 

Previously, the Ye family was seen by the outside world as having been cut off half of its family fortune. 

 



To the Cataclysmic Front, so it was not seldom talked about outside, and not seldom belittled or even 

ridiculed. 

 

Elder Ye’s heart was suffocating, and he wanted to announce to the world that the Ye family was not cut 

in half by the Cataclysmic Front. 

 

Rather, the Ye family was directly taking the whole Cataclysmic Front into their pocket! 

 

However, he knew that his grandson, Marven, who was so powerful, 

 

Did not intend to let the outside world know the true relationship between the Ye family and the 

Cataclysmic Front. 

 

Therefore, although such words relieved his hatred, he would never dare to say it to the outside world. 

 

It was only now that he had found the feeling of raising his eyebrows after all the stifling he had been 

experiencing. 

 

Therefore, his heart is naturally very excited. 

 

And at this moment, alone in the box on the second floor, Stella, in addition to amazement, more in the 

heart is confused. 

 

She couldn’t help but mutter in a low voice: “If Marven is only thanking Elder Ye because of the 

auction,” 

 

“Then there is no need to take out half a Rejuvenation Pill at all, right?” 

 

“With the current situation of this auction, if they directly add half a Rejuvenation Pill to the auction,” 

 

“I’m afraid the whole scene will be boiling, surely another tens of billions of dollars into the account,” 

 

“Why take half a Rejuvenation Pill to return such a small favor from the Ye family?” 

 

“Moreover, if the Ye family only helped to run this auction,” 

 

“It seems that it is not the Ye family that helped Marven, but Marven that helped the Ye family. ……” 

 

“After all, the Ye family was able to show their face so much in front of so many top tycoons this time,” 

 

“And there is no telling how many tycoons will have to flatter them for the Rejuvenation Pill in the 

future.” 



 

“How to look at it, it seems like Marven is trying to pull the Ye family a hand ……” 

 

“Could it be that he has some other relationship with the Ye family?” 

 

Stella muttered while frowning tightly and couldn’t help but think: 

 

“But I have clearly investigated the Ye family clearly before, although Marven is also surnamed Ye,” 

 

“There is no evidence that Marven has any connection with the Ye family in Orgeyon,” 

 

“Could he be a distant relative of the Ye family or a side branch?” 

 

“But, if he is really a side branch of the Ye family, then his strength is too strong, right?” 

 

“Other than that, today’s Pill auction alone, he was able to earn at least more than 100 billion dollars,” 

 

“Such a person if he is just a side branch, then the Ye family, the main family, will have to turn around 

him ……” 

 

For a time, Stella lost in thining thinking, stroked her forehead. 

 

And at this time, the aged Elder Ye has stood on the stage. 

 

Facing the annotations of more than four hundred people, his heart surged. 

 

Out of respect for him, the staff said respectfully after handing him the rejuvenation pill, 

 

“Mr. Ye, you can take the rejuvenation pill by yourself.” 

 

Elder Ye was stunned for a moment, then he came back to his senses and hurriedly said, 

 

“Yes, yes! I will do it myself!” 

 

After saying that, he took half of the rejuvenation pill in public and carefully picked it up. 

 

Ever since he knew that Philip Gu had been cured by the Rejuvenation Pill and he became years 

younger. 

 

Elder Ye was full of longing and expectation for this Pill. 

 

Now, he was finally able to get his wish. 



 

Chapter 4056 

The excited Elder Ye put the Rejuvenation Pill into his mouth with his own hands, 

 

And then he couldn’t wait to close his eyes, wanting to carefully feel every step of the reaction of the 

Rejuvenation Pill in his body. 

 

However, the release of the Rejuvenation Pill was much faster than he expected. 

 

And since he did not have any stubborn lesions, the Rejuvenation Pill spread directly to his whole body 

after entering his mouth. 

 

Elder Ye only felt the warmth brought by the Pill everywhere. 

 

But did not know what kind of transformation he was going through at this moment. 

 

The four hundred people on the stage were shocked to find that Elder Ye’s silver hair, 

 

Which had been completely white, had started to turn black visible to the eye. 

 

And the deep wrinkles on his skin also began to fade in an instant. 

 

The age spots on his face, as if they had been enchanted, also faded rapidly. 

 

This was a true turning back of time. 

 

Just half of the Rejuvenation Pill allowed Elder Ye to find the state he was in ten years ago. 

 

From a venerable old man with silver hair to a spiritual old man with white hair, still showing old age. 

 

And the efficacy of this half Rejuvenation Pill made the 400 people on the stage refresh their knowledge 

of this Pill once again! 

 

A fierce debate erupted from the stage. 

 

“My goodness! So the efficacy of half a Rejuvenation Pill is so strong!” 

 

“This man now looks at least ten years younger!” 

 

“Unbelievable! It’s really incredible! If half a Rejuvenation Pill has such an effect, wouldn’t a whole one 

be unbelievable?” 

 



“I don’t need to say it! If you take a whole Pill, you will be twenty years younger for sure!” 

 

“God …… how can there be such a miraculous medicine in the world?” 

 

“How can it turn back time? I’m even starting to wonder if I’m having a long dream ……” 

 

Just now, the four copies of Rejuvenation Pill, because of the small amount, were basically used by the 

bidders to cure the disease,” 

 

“The disease improvement effect is obvious, but not a good reflection of the miracle of this Pill to make 

people return to youth. 

 

Now, everyone has finally witnessed the most magical part of the Pill, which is to turn back the clock. 

 

The huge changes visible to the naked eye of Elder Ye also made those who intended to compete for the 

last Pill, 

 

Their confidence and desire for the Pill became even stronger. 

 

While Douglas was extremely eager for the Rejuvenation Pill, 

 

He also had to admit that the auction had simply guessed the psychology of this group of rich people to 

the extreme. 

 

Whether it was the formulation of the rules of the auction or the rhythm of stimulating everyone’s 

appetite step by step. 

 

All of these tycoons were pinched to death step by step. 

 

When he saw himself that Elder Ye had such an effect by taking half of the pill, 

 

He immediately unconsciously thought, if Elder Ye had just taken a whole pill, what kind of magical 

effect would it be? 

 

Perhaps, his hair would no longer become white, but mostly black. 

 

And his age, it does not look from eighty back to seventy, but from eighty back to sixty! 

 

And Douglas couldn’t help but think, what if he had taken a whole pill? 

 

Maybe he would no longer be a dying old man in his nineties, but a healthy old man in his early 

seventies, like Elder Ye on the stage now. 



 

At this moment, his desire for the Pill had reached the extreme. 

 

Apart from him, Conrad Huo, as well as Bernard Elnor, shared his thoughts. 

 

Douglas, at this moment, had already started to analyze his two competitors in his heart, seriously. 

 

When he spread his left hand, his heart thought of Bernard, muttered in a very low voice: 

 

“This guy is worth a hundred billion dollars, he can not take too much money,” 

 

“More than eighty billion dollars he should not be able to play, not enough to fear……” 

 

Then, he spread his right hand, in his heart thought about no. 99 Conrad Huo, while his mouth 

continued to mutter: 

 

“His strength is unfathomable, if really go out to compete with me, I am certainly not his opponent,” 

 

“But if I remember correctly, he is not yet fifty years old this year, not at all to the age of need to take 

rejuvenation pills ……” 

 

Speaking of this, his eyebrows slightly stretched and he secretly thought, 

 

“I guess he came over this time, probably just to explore the reality of the Rejuvenation Pill,” 

 

“If that’s the case, then I have nothing to worry about!” 

 

Just at this time, the staff sent Elder Ye, who was ten years younger, back to the VIP seats. 

 

Warnia then said, “Ladies and gentlemen, the next item to appear is the final lot of our auction tonight!” 

 

“It is also the only whole copy of the Pill to be auctioned tonight!” 

 

Chapter 4057 

This last whole Rejuvenation Pill was the grand finale of the whole auction. 

 

Everyone was looking forward to it. 

 

Most of the people did not have the qualifications to compete for it anymore. 

 

But they all wanted to see who had the strength to take this Pill into their pockets. 

 



Moreover, they also wanted to see what kind of miraculous effect a person would have if he or she took 

a whole Rejuvenation Pill in public. 

 

Soon, the staff brought up a whole pill, and Warnia pointed at the pill and smiled slightly, 

 

“This last rejuvenation pill has a starting price of ten billion US dollars,” 

 

“With a minimum increase of one hundred million US dollars per bid, so interested bidders please start 

bidding!” 

 

As soon as the words left her mouth, Elnor directly raised his hand and said, “I bid 50 billion!” 

 

Elnor also knows very well in his heart, a quarter of the piece has been sold to 38.2 billion. 

 

The price of this whole piece must be in the tens of billions, so directly called a 50 billion first to warm 

up. 

 

Douglas, who had waited all night for this rejuvenation pill, spoke directly: “I’ll pay 60 billion!” 

 

Elnor turned around and looked for a sound, he, the top tycoon who does luxury goods, has always been 

active in Europe. 

 

And his assets and businesses are concentrated in Europe, he did not know Douglas. 

 

The invisible tycoon from North America, seeing this old man call out sixty billion dollars, immediately 

said reluctantly: “I bid sixty-two billion!” 

 

Douglas thought that this old boy could compete with him for two rounds with a single increase of ten 

billion dollars. 

 

But he did not expect to pull the crotch a little. 

 

So he smiled slightly and raised his hand and said, “Make it a whole, seventy billion dollars!” 

 

Elnor gritted his teeth, clenched his fist with one hand, and raised his hand high: “Seventy-two billion!” 

 

Douglas did not show any weakness and spoke directly: 

 

“Make it whole again, eight hundred!” 

 

Douglas called three times, and almost forced Elnor to the edge of bursting. 

 



Because the limit of what he can carry is in the range of not more than eighty to ninety billion. 

 

And this old man bidding so fierce, in case another bite of ninety billion, they will be basically 

eliminated! 

 

This made Elnor’s heart nervous and amazed. 

 

He couldn’t figure it out and thought, 

 

“What is this old Chinese man’s origin, why can he shout out 60 billion,” 

 

“70 billion or even 80 billion without changing his face?” 

 

“Does he really have so much money? That’s not possible! Why have I never heard of him?” 

 

At this time, Warnia spoke up and said, “No. 035 bid eighty billion, is there anyone higher than him, 

please raise your hand now.” 

 

Elnor was a little bottomless all of a sudden, and he wasn’t sure if this old guy was bluffing. 

 

If the other party was bluffing, when the payment is made later, 

 

As long as he could not pay, this Rejuvenation Pill would naturally be given to him. 

 

However, he didn’t dare to hope for that. 

 

Because in case the other party really paid the money, then wouldn’t he be finished? 

 

Just when he was still hesitating whether to continue bidding, a middle-aged man in the crowd directly 

raised his hand and spoke, 

 

“I bid 90 billion!” 

 

Once these words came out, everyone turned to look at him. 

 

The one who spoke was none other than No. 099, Conrad Huo. 

 

When Douglas saw Conrad’s bid, his heart thumped: 

 

“I thought he was just probing the truth, but I didn’t expect him to really bid!” 

 

Conrad also saw Douglas’s gaze at this time, four eyes facing each other. 



 

He folded his hands and slightly nodded his head to indicate. 

 

Douglas knew that the other party meant, in fact, to make amends with him, the general meaning is: 

sorry, if offended. 

 

Douglas’s heart was ashes at this moment. 

 

He knew very well that once this person started bidding, he had no chance of winning. 

 

So, as an elder, he also arched his hand to Conrad, his eyes, even with a few prayers. 

 

The meaning is also very clear, after all, I am more than ninety years old, dying, 

 

For the sake of our acquaintance, I hope you can raise your hand, give me this opportunity. 

 

Then, he raised his hand and said, “I’ll give you 100 billion!” 

 

As soon as the words left his mouth, Conrad raised his hand again and said flatly, “One hundred and ten 

billion!” 

 

The scene has exploded now. 

 

Chapter 4058 

There are many billionaires who are worth more than one hundred billion dollars on the Forbes list. 

 

And there are many more who are not on the list. 

 

However, those who can come up with eleventy billion in cash and on the Forbes list, there may be only 

a few. 

 

Everyone is speculating, this No. 035, and this No. 099, in the end, what is their origin. 

 

And at this time, wearing the costume of No. 016, Elnor, at this moment has completely collapsed. 

 

Although he was, on paper, the richest of all the competitors tonight, 

 

He never dreamed that he would be pushed out of the competition just one minute after the auction for 

this last rejuvenating pill had started. 

 

Despair and remorse almost made him collapse on the spot. 

 



If he had known that this was the case, even if he had bid 50 billion for the last quarter of the 

Rejuvenation Pill, 

 

He would never have delayed until now to be announced out. 

 

Inside the box, Stella was also stunned. 

 

She did not see Conrad’s face, but the total Conrad bid on the momentum, she also can hear that eleven 

hundred billion dollars. 

 

For this person, it seems this number simply does not matter. 

 

In this way, grandpa wants to get this pill, it’s a little bit of trouble. 

 

Not only was Stella surprised, but even Marven was also surprised. 

 

He had always suspected that this No. 99 had come from a very big source, but he had not expected it to 

be true. 

 

This also makes him even more curious, About who is this man in the end. 

 

And at this moment in the arena, Douglas is also not willing to show weakness to raise his hand and say: 

“120 billion!” 

 

He has long understood the way this battlefield works today. 

 

So that a bunch of dying tycoons desperately scrambling for the chance to live, destined to price break 

through the sky. 

 

Since 100 billion can not be stopped, then raise the budget, in short, absolutely he can not give up. 

 

Because once you give up, it means giving up on survival, choose death. 

 

And he, too, has finally ushered in a competitor who raises the price no less than ten billion each time. 

 

Conrad did not change his face and continued to raise his hand, “Thirteen billion!” 

 

The whole room was in an uproar. 

 

Thought Elnor was the big man tonight, but it turned out that the two Chinese competed and directly 

threw Elnor to the clouds. 

 



Elnor’s entire fortune is barely nearly $170 billion, and this one rejuvenation pill has basically called for 

80% of his fortune. 

 

Moreover, the competition is not over yet. 

 

Douglas, with a daunting face, continued to raise his hand: “One hundred and forty billion dollars!” 

 

After saying that, he turned his head to look at Conrad, his face full of incomprehension. 

 

Conrad was also a bit ashamed by Douglas’s look, after all, he still knew more about Douglas’s situation 

and knew that he was dying soon. 

 

However, he hesitated for a moment and still raised his hand, “One hundred and Fifty billion!” 

 

The scene was even more shocked, this kind of bidding, in their opinion, is simply a fight of the gods! 

 

And at this moment, Douglas almost vomited blood. 

 

Even though the Fei family has hundreds of billions of dollars in assets. 

 

In order to continue the family’s longevity, a large portion of the funds are invested in extremely long-

term industries. 

 

As well as in the family trust with a very tight firewall. 

 

Some long-term industries, and even continuous investment for decades, 

 

In order to generate a steady stream of profits for future generations after decades. 

 

The family trust, on the other hand, is a large sum of money invested, 

 

The principal is never taken out, and only the profits generated by the principal are used to continuously 

nourish their children and grandchildren. 

 

The Fei family has hundreds of billions of dollars in family trusts, scattered in various highly reputable 

countries around the world. 

 

These family trusts can guarantee that as long as the five permanent members of the United Nations do 

not go bankrupt and humanity does not become extinct. 

 

The Fei family’s children and grandchildren will never lack money. 

 



But because of this, the entire Fei family can take out the cash but not more than two hundred billion 

dollars. 

 

This money, in the eyes of ordinary people, is almost unbelievably high. 

 

But in the face of the world’s top predators, it is just a small piece of meat. 

 

The most powerful Ruthschild family, rumored to have a total of more than fifty trillion dollars in assets, 

 

Almost equal to the entire United States’ two and a half years of gross national product. 

 

And part of the outside world feels that this figure is completely exaggerated, simply not credible. 

 

There are some people who feel that this figure is still somewhat conservative compared to the real 

wealth of that family. 

 

However, the real figure is only really known by the top managers of the Ruthschild family. 

 

And just at this time, No. 099 Mr. Conrad raised his hand again and said in a loud voice: “I bid 160 

billion!” 

 

Chapter 4059 

At this moment, Douglas’s heart was indignant. 

 

He really did not understand why the other party knew that he was already a dying man, but still 

pressed hard in front of his last chance. 

 

The two sides are also old acquaintances, even if the friendship is not deep, there is no need to compete 

to the death, right? 

 

He may be only a few dozen days away from death, if he can not seize this opportunity, life will soon 

come to an end. 

 

But the other party is only fifty years old, why do they have to do this? 

 

If he really needs a rejuvenation pill, he can wait until next year. 

 

For a moment, Douglas even felt that the other party just wanted to put him to death. 

 

Conrad is also a bit helpless, he certainly knows Douglas’s situation. 

 

But he also has his own position and hardship, so he can only continue to compete with him. 



 

Douglas knew that he was not far from bursting, his mind had collapsed somewhat. 

 

And with a trembling voice, he spoke: “One …… one hundred and seventy billion ……” 

 

The old philologist Qinghua, who has been sitting in the first row and rarely speaks, is also a bit 

emotional at this moment. 

 

He couldn’t help but sigh softly, “So Douglas’s calamity is here …… how could he be that person’s 

opponent ……” 

 

Conrad was about to open a bid when the attendant beside him whispered, 

 

“Eldest young master, should we make sure of that question before we bid? Otherwise wouldn’t it ……” 

 

Conrad waved his hand and said seriously, “Before asking that question, I must press Mr. Fei first,” 

 

“Otherwise, the conditions will hardly touch the master behind this Rejuvenation Pill.” 

 

After saying that, he sighed and shook his head, “Forget it, let Mr. Fei’s heart, die a painful death.” 

 

After saying this, he once again raised his hand, wiggled two fingers, and faintly said, “Two hundred 

billion!” 

 

His three light-hearted words boomed in everyone’s ears like an explosive thunder. 

 

Who could have imagined that the price of a rejuvenation pill could go up to 200 billion dollars! 

 

This fcuking simply made everyone, of this world, have an unreal illusion. 

 

What happened here today, after leaving this door, tell any person, the other party will definitely not 

believe. 

 

However, the reality is so magical. 

 

An elixir called rejuvenation pill was smashed like crazy to the horrific height of 200 billion dollars. 

 

All by a group of rich people whose lives are not ordinary. 

 

Douglas’s mentality had collapsed. 

 

And Elnor’s mentality has long collapsed to the grandmother’s house. 



 

He originally thought that he was the king of the field today. 

 

Did not expect to wait for the final light, he is now like a nobody. 

 

Someone below another man, even below so many. 

 

Now, the price of the Rejuvenation Pill has far exceeded his entire value. 

 

Even if he took out his entire family fortune and left nothing for himself. 

 

There was no way he could afford to buy this Pill. 

 

He was so indignant that he couldn’t help but curse, 

 

“If I had known this, why the hell would I match the goods?” 

 

As for Douglas, after his heart collapsed, it was as if his whole person instantly aged a few more years. 

 

He covered his chest, his heart-stirring like in pain from a moving knife in his whole chest. 

 

Warnia also quietly took several deep breaths to adjust her mind. 

 

Only afterward did she open her mouth, “Bidder number 099 has bid two hundred billion dollars, is 

there any higher than him?” 

 

After saying that, her eyes involuntarily looked at Douglas. 

 

After all, after the price exceeded one hundred billion dollars, it would almost be a fight between the 

two of them. 

 

Douglas was in pain, two hundred billion dollars, to him, was just a little more than one-fifth of his 

family fortune. 

 

Yet, it had reached the upper limit of the cash he could pay. 

 

Moreover, the Fei family originally would not have set aside so much cash at all. 

 

This time, it was for the sake of the Rejuvenation Pill auction to be foolproof. 

 

So they deliberately set aside a reserve of two hundred billion dollars in Swiss banks. 

 



Moreover, Douglas also felt that a reserve of 200 billion dollars was enough to take the Rejuvenation 

Pill. 

 

And the U.S. dollar settlement worldwide is not subject to audit, as long as an order is given, 

 

The Swiss bank will be able to pay out this money in an instant. 

 

However, Conrad’s three lightly spoken words were on par with all the cash he had prepared. 

 

This also meant that Douglas had burst his position and could no longer continue the game. 

 

However, the reluctant man thought to himself, “The auction has half an hour to pay,” 

 

“If we think of a way in this half-hour, we should still be able to raise some of the money from other 

places!” 

 

Chapter 4060 

Thinking of this, Douglas once again raised his hand and said offhandedly, “I offer two hundred and ten 

billion!” 

 

He knew very well in his heart that this was his last bid tonight. 

 

If Conrad still continues to raise the price, then he can only admit defeat and go back to prepare for his 

afterlife. 

 

Although his granddaughter had already established a certain connection with the owner of the 

Rejuvenation Pill. 

 

Now that the Pill has reached this price, Douglas no longer has any hope for Stella. 

 

Because he knew that it was absolutely impossible for his granddaughter to get a Rejuvenation Pill for 

himself. 

 

Who would have expected that Conrad would immediately open his mouth without any hesitation: 

“Two Hundred and twenty billion!” 

 

At this moment, Douglas’s expression instantly froze, and his body movements also instantly stalled at 

this moment. 

 

He finally realized why this auction would be so crazy. 

 

Because it was really about human lives. 



 

If you win, your life will be extended. 

 

You lose, even if you are worth hundreds of billions, trillions, so what, out of this door, you only wait for 

death this way. 

 

If your health is not that bad, and you can continue to hold on for another year, 

 

Then perhaps there is still a chance to come back and compete for the Pill. 

 

Otherwise, if you are like Douglas, you can basically go back and prepare for the aftermath. 

 

Warnia looked at Douglas at this time and asked, “No. 035, do you want to continue bidding?” 

 

Douglas snapped back to his senses and immediately looked at Warnia with a face like death, shaking his 

head in dismay. 

 

He knew that he had already lost. 

 

Even if he continued to call for the price, when he couldn’t pay, he would only be left with a bamboo 

basket. 

 

Moreover, at that time, he might be ridiculed by the whole audience. 

 

And he, at this moment, also knew that he was already dying. 

 

Continue to struggle, but also in vain, and lose the last trace of dignity. 

 

Frustrated, he waved his hand and did not continue to open his mouth to call for bids. 

 

Then, he buried his head deeply, forcing himself to accept the reality that his time was up. 

 

Karl on the side was also overwhelmed with emotions. 

 

He wanted to comfort Douglas, but he didn’t know how to do so for a while. 

 

So, he could only gently pat Douglas’s back and whisper, 

 

“Elder Fei, in your current state of health, don’t get emotional!” 

 

Douglas gently nodded his head, but his heart was still in pain. 

 



Conrad looked at Douglas’s back and let out a long sigh, chanting softly, “Uncle Fei, I’m sorry ……” 

 

Inside the second-floor box, Stella was already in tears, 

 

And the makeup on her face, which had been slightly powdered, had been melted away by her tears. 

 

At this moment, she deeply knows, her grandfather’s heart is not great. 

 

And she herself, heartbroken grandfather at the same time, can not help but be full of sorrow. 

 

Because she also knew that the Rejuvenation Pill was now so expensive that even the entire Fei family’s 

cash reserves were not enough to buy it, 

 

In this case, what was the little favor she had given to Marven? 

 

So, what could one do to beg Marven to give grandpa one, or even half a Rejuvenation Pill? 

 

Marven in an auction earned three hundred billion dollars, just take out a hundred million dollars, can 

also repay all their favors dozens of times …… 

 

And at this time in the monitoring room, Marven also felt some shock. 

 

Two hundred and twenty billion dollars, this is an astounding fortune, 

 

But this Conrad, who has the declared capital of only one hundred billion dollars, what is his true 

identity? 

 

At this time, Warnia on the scene started the last three inquiries as usual. 

 

After the last three times no one raised their bids, she excitedly dropped the hammer and loudly 

announced, 

 

“Congratulations to No. 099, for successfully winning the only rejuvenation pill in this room with a price 

of 220 billion dollars!” 

 

As soon as the words fell, No. 099 Conrad slowly stood up, looked at Warnia, and said in a loud voice: 

 

“Miss Song, I know that the owner of the Rejuvenation Pill must be watching everything,” 

 

“And whatever is happening here somewhere at this moment,” 

 

“And I would like to take this opportunity to negotiate a business deal with him!” 



 

Faced with Conrad’s unorthodox behavior, Warnia didn’t know how to answer at once. 

 

After all, this was a $220 billion golden master,” 

 

“Surely she couldn’t just throw him out because he didn’t follow the discipline, right? 

 

Just as Warnia was hesitating, Conrad looked at one of the surveillance probes and said in a loud voice, 

 

“As long as you let me take this rejuvenation pill away, I can pay you three hundred billion dollars!” 


